
  

 

Bank	On	Credit	Union	Certification	

Frequently	Asked	Questions	

What	is	Bank	On?	

Bank On is a national initiative, led by the Cities for Financial Empowerment Fund (CFE Fund), aimed at 
ensuring everyone has access to a safe, affordable transactional banking account. 

What	are	the	benefits	of	offering	a	Bank	On	certified	account?	

As a credit union offering a Bank On-certified account, you receive local and national publicity 
highlighting your account, including a nationally recognized Bank On-certification seal of approval to 
display on marketing materials. Bank On accounts pose an opportunity to engage additional consumer 
segments, consumers that have been unbanked, underbanked, or traditionally excluded from the financial 
system. Additionally, as a Bank On-certified credit union, you are eligible to apply for grant funds that 
support the development and execution of community banking access programming in your area. 

How	do	I	certify?	

Once you have developed your account terms and conditions, submit them to the CFE Fund for 
certification by completing the Bank On Certification Submission Form. Even if your new account 
hasn’t been launched publicly yet, you can still submit your account to the CFE Fund for pre-certification. 

What	happens	after	submitting	an	account	for	certification?	

Once you submit your Bank On Certification Submission Form, a representative from the CFE Fund will 
reach out to you regarding your submission. If your submission meets the Bank On National Standards 
you will be issued a Bank On Certificate and Seal that you can use for marketing materials. Your Bank 
On certified account will also be listed on the CFE Fund’s registry of nationally recognized Bank On-
certified accounts. Additionally, you will be connected to a national network of financial institutions and 
local governments that are actively working to push forward access to affordable banking for unbanked 
and underbanked communities. 

If your submission DOES NOT meet the Bank On National Standards, the CFE Fund will provide you 
with feedback on what changes need to be made in order for the account to be certified. 

How	long	does	it	take	to	have	an	account	approved	for	certification?	

The Certification Submission Form takes 5-10 minutes to complete. Once you have submitted your 
account for review, please allow the CFE fund 1-2 weeks to review your account terms and conditions 
against the Bank On National Standards, design your unique Bank On seal, and provide an update on 
your approval status.  



  

Do	all	share	accounts	have	to	meet	Bank	On	National	Account	Standards?	

No. To be Bank On-certified, you only have to offer 1 share account that meets the Bank On National 
Standards. 

How	do	I	make	sure	my	Bank	On	account	agreements	and	disclosures	are	
compliant?	

You should work with your forms provider or legal counsel to integrate the Bank On National Standards  
as part of your existing Truth in Savings disclosure and account agreements. 	 

Does	offering	a	Bank	On	account	mean	we	can	expand	our	field	of	
membership?		

No, your charter still applies regarding field of membership. However, the account may prove appealing 
to previously unengaged segments of your field of membership; including youth and those that are 
currently unbanked. 

Can	a	Credit	Union	impose	eligibility	requirements	for	members	looking	to	
open	a	Bank	On-certified	account?	

No. The key pillars of the Bank On campaign are ease of access to and affordability of Bank On accounts 
versus other more traditional checking accounts. While you may market to a specific consumer segment 
as a part of a larger member growth strategy i.e., ages 18-22 or ChexSystems impacted consumers, the 
account must be available to anyone even if they are eligible for other accounts at your credit union.  

Do	Bank	On	Accounts	pose	a	higher	risk	than	traditional	accounts?	

No. Bank On accounts typically present less risk than traditional accounts. Due to the nature of the 
account standards, the Bank On accounts do not offer the feature to be overdrawn to pay an item. 
Additionally, the CFE Fund has partnered with FIS to offer a Bank On Bundle that integrates into your 
existing core to help further evaluate potential Bank On account holders and monitor the performance of 
these accounts over time.  

 


